
 

 

„Telemann’s stock continues to rise in the USA“ 

Interview with Prof. Stephen Zohn 

What does receiving the Telemann Award 2022 mean to you? 

The Georg-Philipp-Telemann-Preis der Landeshauptstadt Magdeburg is the most 
significant professional honor I have ever received. I was greatly surprised by the 
announcement, and feel quite humbled to be in the company of past recipients of the 
prize, including distinguished interpreters, scholars, and organizations whose work I have 
long admired. The fact that I am the first recipient from the USA is a further honor, and 
carries some biographical significance. My father, the late Harry Zohn, saw his own work 
as a scholar and translator of German- and Austrian-Jewish literature as an act of 
cultural mediation between his birth city of Vienna and his adopted city of Boston. 
Similarly, I hope that my work on Telemann, as recognized by the Telemann-Preis, 
continues to function as a bridge between German and American scholarship on the 
composer. 

What is your personal connection to the composer Georg Philipp Telemann, the city of 
Magdeburg and the Telemann-Centre? 

As a young flutist, Telemann was one of my musical heroes. When I began to study 
musicology and had to choose a topic for my doctoral dissertation, my curiosity about 
the composer led me toward his instrumental chamber music. At that time, few scholars 
in the USA paid much attention to Telemann, and my choice was seen as risky. Would I 
find anything interesting in this music? And if I did, would anyone care? Fortunately, the 
answer to both questions was yes. 

Shortly after spending a research year in Germany (thanks to a grant from the Deutscher 
Akademischer Austauschdienst), I made my first visit to Magdeburg during the 
Telemann-Festtage of 1994. Meeting eminent scholars, including some of the pioneers 
of modern Telemann research, was inspiring and also a little intimidating. And the idea 
of an entire scholarly conference embedded in a week-long concert festival devoted to 
Telemann was almost unbelievable. Nothing like this existed in the USA. My visit 
confirmed for me that I had chosen wisely in focusing my work on Telemann. Indeed, the 
personal and intellectual connections that I made in Magdeburg, including with staff 
members of the Telemann-Zentrum, have nurtured my work for nearly thirty years. 

 



 

It was thanks to your initiative during the Telemann anniversary in 2017 that 
numerous Telemann events took place in Philadelphia, among them an international 
scholarly conference over multiple days at Temple University – the first Telemann 
conference in the United States ever. What role does baroque music play in the USA 
and where would you place Telemann within that context? 

Baroque music has long been popular in the USA, and Telemann’s works are frequently 
heard on the radio and in concerts. In fact, they are found in the repertory of every 
performing ensemble specializing in eighteenth-century music. So the composer is 
certainly a household name among music lovers and musicians. At the same time, 
knowledge of Telemann does not run very deeply. His instrumental works are still far 
better known than his vocal works, and the details of his life are generally unfamiliar. 
Where Telemann has made important strides in recent years is among scholars, who 
now consider him a serious object of study. To take one example: not long ago, the 
American Bach Society publicly recognized Telemann as being as interesting a composer 
as Bach. Such a statement would not have been made a generation ago. Overall, one 
might say that Telemann’s stock continues to rise in the USA. 

You are not just a scholar, but also a professional traverso player and have several 
premiere recordings to your name. What is the appeal for you in translating your 
scholarly work into sounding practice? 

As a scholar, one hopes that one’s work will eventually find some practical application, 
though it can take a long time for research to „trickle down“ to interpreters and 
listeners. Thus some of the most satisfying musical experiences I have had involve the 
combination of researching and performing Telemann’s works. Early in my career I 
published an edition of little-known trio sonatas, including one work that I rediscovered 
in an anonymous manuscript. Performing and recording the music not only brought it to 
life, but also taught me things about it that my research could not. Later, I had the honor 
of writing about and making the first recording of a set of Telemann flute duets that had 
recently turned up in the collection of the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin. I subsequently 
organized and participated in the first complete recording of Telemann’s second set of 
moral cantatas, works that I also edited for publication. For me, researching and 
performing are two sides of the same coin, and one naturally enriches the other. 


